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Good clinical case reports are based on a sound knowledge of the rules of
clinimetrics (observation, recording and interpretation of clinical and paraclinical
data) and clinical epidemiology. They are also a ubiquitous epitome of the uses of
qualitative research in medicine.

But what about evidence-based medicine (EBM)? Are clinical case reports a
contradiction of or a part of EBM? The latter is definitely true and here is why.

About ten years ago, the conceptualizers ofEBM gave us, at the beginning oftheir
Users' Guides to the Medical Literature series in the lAMA (1992), the concept of
EBM without a balanced attention to the definition, gradient and ,spectrum of the
evidence itself. Logically, and justly so, evidence was first sought, structured,
categorized and graded with respect to the domain of cause-effect relationships, be
it in clinical trials or observational analytical studies. However, we must see
'evidence' as any data or information whether solid or weak, obtained through
experience, .observational research or experimental work (trials), which is relevant
either to the understanding of the problem or the clinical decisions made about the
case.' Observation of disease occurrence in the community or adverse reactions in
case series is a piece of evidence, as is predictive value, sensitivity or specificity of
a diagnostic or screening test.

Well-structured clinical case reports, with clearly stated and justified objectives,
which bring expected answers or formulate hypotheses for further research or clinical
decisions, are only a starting point in the hierarchy of the evidence of causes. These
include a successful treatment or the toxic effect of a chemical. Elsewhere, they may
be the only and ultimate piece of evidence of a newly seen phenomenon or of a rare
event, in cases of otherwise inaccessible information, or a testimony of our otherwise
irreproducible mistakes and errors, unavoidable even for the most experienced of us.
It is evidence in its own right!

Publishing clinical case reports and learning from the experience obtained from
a single case or case series will serve to further improve our practice and research.
Moreover, more advanced research may be based on single cases, like n-of-I clinical
trials. Case series in aetiological research are used in 'case-control studies with no
controls', as proposed in genetic epidemiology. Sharing an invaluable clinical
experience is only the beginning of the expansion and further nurturing of the uses
of clinical case reports.

There is a bright future for such good reports in the world of EBM and beyond!
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Biological warfare: Bioterrorism
History is replete with accounts of pestilences that decimated human populations.
Massive outbreaks of plague, cholera, smallpox, influenza, etc. have played major
roles in human events. While these catastrophes were generally ascribed to 'evil
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spirits', wrath of the gods or deserved retribution for evil ways, shrewd observers
(even in the pre-Christian era) realized that there were infectious agents responsible.
The effectiveness of the outbreaks in causing social paralysis tempted ambitious
conquerors to use infectious agents as military weapons. Probably the only reason we
have no regular record of such actions in ancient history is because the ability to strike
at the enemy alone was not developed. Nevertheless, there are historical accounts of
using diverse noxious biological substances as weapons including such materials as
'faeces, dead horses and fleas', Iwhich were not always successful. There is evidence
that the attempts were not confined to military action, 'disgruntled' civilians and
even some physicians resorted to this modality.

Technological advances in the study of infectious diseases from the latter half of
the nineteenth century have enabled us to use biological weapons effectively. The
twentieth century concept of all-out war encompassed a comprehensive effort aimed
at not only the person of the enemy, but also his social, political and economic milieu.
Today the term biological warfare covers not only agents aimed at humans but also
those that have economic effects by targeting livestock and crops (food or fodder).

Biological weapons of mass destruction are usually clubbed with Nuclear and
Chemical weapons in the acronym NBC. However, biological weapons are very
different; while nuclear and chemical attacks cause their maximal damage immediately,
biological attacks become manifest after some time. Thus, the target may not be aware
of the attack when it occurs. The introduction of live pathogens into a population!
biological environ often sets up a chain of secondary infections resulting in effects
that last beyond the immediate. The ease of production, manipulation and delivery,
as well as their insidious nature makes them the most feared.'

The expansion of biotechnology and simplification of procedures have enabled
individuals or small groups of 'committed' individuals to terrorize society. Despite
its innate abhorrence of using diseases as weapons, humanity has not eschewed this
mode of warfare. Nevertheless, successive international agreements/protocols have
expressed the desire to eliminate bioterrorism. The Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925
was a beginning, the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC) was
a refinement. The BWC is unique in that it expressed the desire to ban an entire
weapon class of mass destruction. However, biological warfare potentials have
continued to proliferate. The situation in the mid-1990s has been reviewed in this
issue by Dhawan et al? The authors have also referred to the biological weapons
capability of Iraq (investigated by UNSCOM), and the much larger organization
developed in the former Soviet Union. The latter programme has split up and passed
on to the successor states and become accessible to other proliferators.'

The major deficiency in the 1972 BWC was the absence of a 'protocol establishing
a compliance regime with appropriate enforcement measures included' . This is in the
process of being remedied and an enforcement agency called Organization for the
Prevention of Biological Warfare (OPBW) will become the watchdog." The roll on
text has been discussed threadbare in Geneva and is probably on the threshold of
being finalized. The ratification by member states will give effect to the functioning
of OPBW. The US Secretary for Health and Human Services, Donna Shalala,' in an
article on the preparedness of the USA to face bioterrorism, draws attention to the
scenario painted in Richard Preston's book, The Cobra Event. She also quotes the
(then) US President, who while reviewing the implications of the sarin nerve gas
attack in a Tokyo subway, stated, 'This is not a cause for panic. It is a cause for serious,
deliberate, long term concern.' These observations hold good for all countries.

Essentially, the response to the challenge can be organized at four levels. These
are: spreading awareness, enhancing the medical and public health response,
research on agents and development of rapid diagnostics, drugs and vaccines, and
international collaboration. Biological warfare or terrorism uses agents that do not
respect 'boundaries of culture, language or territory'. Thus, to quote Dr Gro
Brundtland, Director-General of the World Health Organization, 'Solutions, like the
problems, have to be global.'

Addressing a gathering of medical microbiologists, this author reminded them
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that though biological warfare deviates from the basic ethic of the medical profession,
the agents are products of their specialty. Thus, they would be the focal points of the
action for prevention or minimizing the impact of this mode of warfare." This
responsibility should ensure their 'place in the sun'.

India has not developed any biological weapons capability and is rather naive in
this respect. It is a large country with diverse population groups, aspirations and
ethnic affinities. The basic microbial technology is well developed in the country and
a large pool of trained workers are available. Bioterrorism is a definite hazard that
health administrators have to consider. Dhawan et al. 2 have dwelt on this. A point
to be borne in mind is that there would be a freeze on facilities perceived (by
international inspectors) to be useful in tackling biological weapons, and deficiencies
existing at the time of promulgation of the OPBW would be made good by countries
that have the facilities in place-a situation not acceptable to any sovereign state.
Therefore, there is a sense of urgency in developing our biological weapons/bio-
terrorism combating capabilities.

One needs to be aware of the much larger issues of agricultural and veterinary
bioterrorism. These are being addressed by advanced countries.' Our own experience
with the entry of the Parthenium weed is pertinent. The presence in India of
Parthenium hysterophorus was first recorded in 1956 by Rao." A native of the 'new
world' tropics, it spread all over the country and the rest of South Asia in the span
of two decades. It has affected the yield of fodder crops, become a pest in short-
statured cropping areas/orchards, generated allergic reactions in humans and
animals and provided shelter to adult mosquitoes during day time (contributing to
an increase in their numbers). Not only has it caused economic loss, it also has been
the subject of considerable scientific study. Thus resources, that could have been
employed to tackle existing issues, have had to be diverted to tackle this imported
weed. While there is no evidence that the introduction of Parthenium was a deliberate
act, it demonstrates a course of action that could be taken by unscrupulous
adversaries. The story of the biological control of Parthenium has been recounted by
Dr Syamasundar Joshi-an enthusiastic botanist in love with a weed!?

Biological warfare is a reality in the present competitive global scenario. Given
the high mobility of populations and the stress faced by the global ecosystem in. the
guise of human development, the flip side of the coin-the emergence of natural and
inadvertent biological threats-is also ever present. We as a nation can ill-afford to
neglect the subject and delay establishing the infrastructure required to face the
challenges (existing and prospective).
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